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Once we cross the bridge I see the water
And on a good day there’s not a cloud in the sky.
We drive past the sign that reads “Sandy Hook” and I am a child again
With my family and friends jumping waves and burrowing in the sand
At lot D, obviously the best, some of us are lucky enough to get tan.
New York is in the distance and seashells are at our feet
Some of us beachgoers lie out in the gleaming heat
But before long the sun sets over the bay and
Sighing we make the hike back to our overheated car.
Salty and sandy we blast the radio and return over the bridge.
To this day it is one of my favorite places to go
Nothing special but it’s my home.

Laura Foley

Sandy Hook, NJ
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Body shaking, palms sweating,
I step through the door. 
Feet moving
I find myself walking back to greet the owner
Deep Breath.
Forcing a smile
I am reminded everyone is nice here
Deep Breath
Hands waving, people chatting,
I am warmly welcomed.
Helping customers and dusting shelves
I realize I might like my job.
Deep Breath
Bonding with coworkers and laughing about our mistakes
I know I love my job.
Feet moving,
I find myself walking out of the store.
Deep Breath.
Body no longer shaking, palms no longer sweating
I step into the car to go home.

Meagan Screen

First Day
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They have a hidden treasure inside of them
The skeptics, the critics, the dispassionate, and I
Do you think it would scare them to hear that?
To know there are chests unlocked in their hearts
All this worldly stuff does a number
Shiny material catches their eye and then...
No more magic

And the ones who have dug up the keys from the earth
Speak as though the others are a lost cause
They can’t remember their time between
Infanthood and enlightenment
They snicker and sigh at the lost

And little by little
WIth each exhale of superiority
Their treasure chest creaks shut
Trapping their heart, art and soul
The keys are buried beneath mountains
Again to rust
They rejoin the search party
And the journey is reborn

Sarah Hough

A Found Poem
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Everything we do in this life has a consequence of some sort
Whether it’s going for a walk or going to war

The end result is uncertain.
So we must be sure of our message, sure of our desire.

Stay true to your word
Live as if you have no regrets

And no matter the outcome, stand proud knowing
Your two hands did something

That will be remembered for centuries to come.

Carolyn Davin

Two Hands
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Netflix
Seven red letters dance on my computer screen
And the thought of watching something new briefly surfaces
I click around in vain
And dismiss the idea rather quickly
Watching The Office (again) is a decision without much thought
A sarcastic comment from Michael Scott
And the all-too-familiar piano piece that starts every episode
Assure me that I made a good choice

Kaitlin Ryan
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Spring Within Brick Walls
Do you ever wake up look in the mirror, and know 

you look different from the day before?
You know you are different?

It’s something in the bloom of your eyes
Something in the sand of your voice

You are not you
You are new.

You want to say to your friends, “Look at me! You’ve 
never seen me before but here I am! Here is your 

chance to know!” 
But you don’t dare

What if they too are new and you can not see?
What if they too experience how free

A sapling is in the breeze
A ripple is in a pond

We can’t see beyond our own rebirthday celebration
Silently cheering “Break me out of the brick prison. 

This plaster jail cell. Now is the time for me to 
explore the world as a never-before-seen being”

Sarah Hough
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was clad in camouflage-patterned jeans, 
a black hoodie with silver music note 
designs over the right side of her chest 
and shoulder, and black combat boots. 
A navy blue backpack was slung over her 
shoulder.
 Grace blinked for a moment, 
then smiled at the teen. “Umm, hello,” she 
said. “Do you need someplace to stay for 
tonight?”
 “If you wouldn’t mind,” the teen 
said softly, then looked down at her feet 
nervously. Grace smiled, opened the door 
wider, and stepped aside to let her in. The 
teen walked in slowly and cautiously, then 
sat down on Grace’s sofa. Grace shut the 
oaken door, then turned to the stranger.
     “So,” Grace said gently, “what’s your 
name?”
 The teen said nothing for a 
moment, then responded, “Adia. Adia 
Tomson. My brother Matt calls me Dia.”
 Grace smiled and held out her 
hand. “Grace Knight, at your service,” 
she said sweetly. Dia smiled back slightly, 
then reached out and took Grace’s hand 
in her own. Grace almost winced; Dia’s 
hands were as cold as ice. She somehow 
managed to keep a steady smile on her 
face, then pulled her hand away. Grace 
then sat opposite her guest, studying Dia 
for a long moment. After several moments 
of awkward silence, Grace finally spoke.
  “Would you like a hot drink? I 
have plenty.”
 “No thanks,” Dia replied. “I’m 
not thirsty.”
 Awkward silence again. Again 
Grace broke it.
               “So… Where’re you from?”
               “Nowhere.”
               “Everyone comes from some- 
where. You can tell me.”
       Dia was silent for a moment. 
“Collinsville, in the east,” she replied. “I’m 
running away.”
                 Grace blinked in surprise. “Oh. I 
see,” she said softly. “Why?”
                 Dia shrugged. “No reason, really. 
I guess I’m just looking for some cheap 

The Night Visitor
 The wind howled and shrieked 
like a caged animal, and the rains came 
down with such force that it drove 
miniature holes into the dirt road. 
Animals scampered for cover, while frogs 
and turtles croaked and chirped with 
delight. On a small country lane sat a tiny 
stone cottage. The walls were made of slick 
white limestone, and the roof of black 
slate tiles. The windows were circular in 
shape, bordered by sandy-colored wood, 
and the door was structured similarly. 
A small garden full of plants, pelted and 
over-watered by the rain to the point of 
wilting, sat in front of the cottage. There 
was also a pond full of koi fish and turtles.
 Within the safety of this 
comfortable setting, a young woman sat 
on a pillow-covered ledge near a window, 
watching the rain. Her name was Grace 
Knight. Anyone who gave her a second 
glance would’ve mistaken her for a high 
school student, but she was really a med 
school undergraduate. She was quite 
pretty, with high cheekbones, hazel eyes, 
black hair, and freckles. She had a thin 
figure, but was quite strong as well; she had 
been running track since her freshman 
year of high school. She stared out her 
window at the driving rain, cradling a cup 
of tea in her hands.
 “Quite a storm,” she muttered. 
“Quite a storm.”
 There was a knock at the door.
Grace started suddenly, then paused for a 
moment to think. Who on earth would be 
out on a night like this?
There was another knock.
 Grace snapped out of her 
thoughts, leaped from her seat, and 
charged down the stairs toward the front 
door. She drew back the bolts, unlocked 
the door, and pulled it open.
 Standing on the front step, tall 
and proud, was a teenage girl, about 16 
to 17 years old. Her blonde hair was cut 
short, down to her chin, with a bright 
purple streak shooting through it. She had 
a round, wide face, a small upturned nose, 
and large, almond-shaped green eyes. She
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thrills. There’s not much excitement in 
Collinsville.”
 “Mmmm,” Grace said, 
pretending that she understood, but 
really, she didn’t. At all. It was confusing 
to her. Who ran away just for some “cheap 
thrills”? Well, Grace had moved out of 
her home, but that was different. Grace 
was twenty-two, going on twenty-three, 
and she had moved out as a sign of her 
independence.
 “Anyway,” Dia said, cutting out 
Grace’s thought process, “thanks for the 
stay, but it’s stopped raining, and I’ve 
got places to go.” She rose and walked to 
the door, her feet not making even the 
slightest sound. At the door, she paused, 
turned to Grace, and nodded to her. 
“Thanks for your hospitality,” she said, 
then stepped out into the night, closing 
the door behind her.
             Grace didn’t even try to stop her. 
Maybe Grace saw a bit of herself in Dia. 
Maybe she understood that Dia wanted to 
make her way in the world. Grace couldn’t 
really say. It was a mystery that would 
continue to follow her all her life.
               The next morning, Grace walked 
out into the early morning, freshened 
by the storm. The grass glowed with 
dewdrops, fallen stars that had shattered 
on the earth and spread their luminescent 
shards across the grass. Birds sang, the 
pond burbled with life, and the forest 

whispered its secrets to those who would 
listen as the wind stirred it. Grace inhaled 
deeply through her nose, then sighed 
contentedly. She picked up her newspaper, 
glanced around again, then turned and 
went back inside.
           At the breakfast table, she scanned 
the Funnies for a few minutes, then 
flipped to the main articles. The headline 
made her heart jerk with sadness.
FAMILY OF FOUR PERISHES IN CAR 
CRASH: NOT DISCOVERED UNTIL 
DAYS LATER
          Grace sighed. She hated sad news 
like that. It broke her heart. She scanned 
the article, then saw a name that made her 
blood freeze in her veins.
 Among those found deceased 
was 17-year-old Adia Tomson, a shy, 
adventurous girl with a unique personality. 
She will never be forgotten.
                Grace stared. Adia Tomson. Wasn’t 
that the name of the girl who had shown 
up on her doorstep only just last night? 
No, that couldn’t be… Maybe it was some 
weird dream, a trick of the light… Yet 
Grace knew that she had felt the cold hand 
last night. She leaned back in her chair, 
confused and bewildered, then glanced 
out the window and sighed.
     “Quite a storm,” she whispered to no 
one. “Quite a storm.”

Ava Jensen
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You’re beautiful like a butterfly
If I let you go
I’m afraid you’ll disappear and shatter.
My love for you will never die out
I’ll be okay if you feel the same though.

I’m only average, forgettable
Just an extra in the background shot.
I’ll keep going in life as long as you’re happy
I just wish that you could notice me once.
Don’t think about anything
Just laugh with me, please.

If this moment passes, I’m afraid that I’ll lose you.
Just smile for me once
I can throw everything away and run to you
Even the times we hated each other.
I miss you so much.

Even if I’m so forgettable
Come back to me, please don’t forget me.
I don’t want to be forgotten by the last person
That I’m madly in love with.

Ava Sierra

Please Remember Me
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from “Turbulence”
       Another day of meaningless blue sky.  
I walked into the terminal.  The flight 
attendant smiled.  She was pretty cute.  
Not my type; I am not into brunettes.  I 
have been counting down the days until I 
can finally retire like my father.  He has a 
nice home down in Florida.  He has all the 
beer he can drink, beach-side property, 
and binoculars.
        I walked onto the plane and sat in my 
seat.  I was comfortable and brand new.  
I was the captain and the captain’s chair 
should be fitting someone as prominent 
as myself.  I held everyone’s lives in my 
hands.  One escalated tilt of the wheel 
and everyone was dead.  I should be 
comfortable.
            Around the hour mark I got a call from 
HQ.  “Get back here,” my commander 
barked.  “There is a nor’easter coming 
your way.  Come home.”  Like hell I was.  
There was no way I was turning this plane 
around.  I imagined myself flying through 
the storm and landing safely.  I would 
get so much press, girls, and money.  The 
perfect life for the perfect pilot.  “Sorry, 
boss,” I said slyly; “I can’t hear you, but I 
will get your flying tuna can back safe and 
sound.”

       Over the next couple hours the sky 
grew darker.  No worries.  Nothing would 
stop me.  The first cold air pocket rocked 
the plane.  The passengers screamed.  I 
turned on the announcer and told the 
passengers to calm down.  It was just a 
love tap, then another and another.  I 
didn’t let go of the the wheel.  I didn’t let 
go of the glory.  A beautiful blonde came 
into the cabin.  She was perfect except 
for the tear stains down her face.  Once 
I landed this plane she would be the first 
girl I would go after.
       The hull had been torn.  I clung to 
the wheel, pulling her with the mortal 
strength of God.  Nothing could save her.  
The plane was going down.  I would never 
make Dad proud.  He flew in World War 
II and shot down seven Japanese fighter 
planes.  And I can’t even fly a plane in a 
little rain.  Lucifer himself was overtaking 
me.  I let go of the wheel.  The plane made 
a loud screeching noise like a banshee 
as it dived toward the ocean.  I flew and 
lurched as metal met water.  The screams 
increased and I heard the passengers’ 
cries.  As the glass began to crack the 
plane grew silent.  All I could think about 
was how beautiful the ocean was.

Amanda Lennert
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Digging through the pile, 
I see a baby with her mother, their pitbull silently vigilant.
There are some twin buildings too.
Tall trees also, and a bay keeps a brisk pace alongside a park.
They all look familiar.
The glossy sheath I am staring at catches the light;
It lances through my vision, splitting and slicing at my brains until I remember.
Oh. 
Yes.
I lower them all back into their respective tombs within my mind. 
The past is a peculiar thing.

Gabriella Ferrigine

The Graveyard Shift
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A harmonious pleasure
To whirl in the sweet melody
Pulsating our veins
Releasing tension
Music stirs our hearts
As we are one
Gracefully turning and gliding
Feeling each accent with our feet
An artistic portrayal
Or merely an expression of delight
The love of dance is abundant

Maggie Cooney

Dancing
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You dance like a singer
And speak like a viper
Our hearts go clap clip

The silent snip
Leaves me tumbling off your slope

And trudging through the snow
Though you’ve burnt my tongue 

I’d take another sip
Drink until it fills my heart

And I hear the deafening rip
Tiptoe past my dreams

And cackle with my friends
While purse my lips

And avoid seeing you again
I shiver, I cough, I wish

But I hold back
To not would be a slip

And I’d lose reality’s grip

Sarah Hough

A Performance 
Without an Audience
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A feeling I never thought 
I’d call mine

A rainbow in a valley
full of sunshine

You captured me before
I could say no

But God knows now
I’d never want to go

I pictured princes on horses
coming to save me

with armour and shields
in boats, crossing the sea

Then those fantasies died down
and I figured it wasn’t true

I sat in bed lifeless
feeling blue

But you are a prince of kinds,                                                                                                                            
and though it may be a hastle,
you took a chance on me and

brought me to your castle

I’m not a princess,
but I might as well be because

I’m on top of the world
with you here next to me

So here we lie, my prince,
Two hearts in love, staring up

At the clouds above
You hold my hand and

I hold yours.
With you, I can open

any doors.

Felicia Russell

My Prince
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Soft, cheerful melodies filled the ballroom
As a young man’s dainty fingers bounced across a glossed 
piano.
A few couples danced with zest.
A woman spun, her dress swirling.
Contagious grins spread wild through the congregation.
The men called out, “What a joyous ball!”
Lights twinkled and danced across youthful faces.
Lots of life to live, people to see, places to go.
Stale, recycled melodies croaked and moaned.
A middle-aged man numbly hit dulled piano keys,
The same couples swayed,
Their faces clouded with fatigue.
No more smiles, only solemnity.
A man called out, “What a nice ball.”
Lights flickered and dimmed across the small crowd,
Life half over, people already met, places already seen.
Ominously slow melodies suffocated the walls.
The piano man’s arthritic hands slow across chipped keys.
Elderly couples hung on to each other for life,
Faces wrinkled with age.
Eyes closed, waiting for Death,
No men spoke, they only swayed.
Lights faded into oblivion,
Life already lived, people disappearing, places deterioration.
Melodies regressed to simple notes,
A man hovered his shaky fingers over a broken piano.
The couples were gone.
Only a lone woman remained slowly twirling by herself.
The woman did not smile or speak,
Lights were gone and darkness took over.
Life is gone, people are gone, places are gone.
The woman thought to herself, “Life is no ball at all.”

Kerry Bates

Timeless Dance
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I’m so afraid of getting my hopes up
Again
The strangest mix of foreboding joy
And childish cowering in a corner
You want to see me
Again
That much I know
Our lives zig zag around
Pulled by a magnetic force
Kept away by rubber
Bated by calculated encounters
Broken by unsynced Time and constant cancellations
Again
Those moments of secret “You’re beautiful”s
Masked behind uncertainty and friendly gestures
I was caught in a hurricane of emotions until I found your deceptive eye
Again
I was thrown back 
Into the rain and the sleet and the pounding heartbeat
Time after Time I try to settle in your arms
You pour away like sand in an hourglass
Time after Time you search for the balance between friend and lover
I seesaw the weight 
Back and forth and back and forth
Until you throw your hands up in distress and
Again
Return to your urban hiding 
What are we hiding from?
Where are we going? 
What are we going to?
Going...Going...Gone...
Again

Sarah Hough

Again
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A feeling of indifference and oblivion contaminates the crisp air,
Polluted by humanity that travels about living a life void of care,
Walking once-pure pavements tarnished with selfishness and pride,
“We are in this together” is a recurring lie.
As tall as our skyscrapers continue to grow,
The cowardice of human character looks up from below,
All hope for healing is void until we realize
A new beginning is paramount to reinstate our moral ties.

Caroline Doherty

The Beginning
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Now is the time to inspire
Now is the time to dream

Now is the time to love and laugh
Now is the time to redeem

Now is the time to learn
Now is the time to give

Now is the time to dance and sing
Now is the time to live

Things in our world are happening NOW
Now is the time to believe

That anything can happen NOW
Now is the time to achieve.

Emily DeBiasi

Now is the Time
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Black wiry hair
Brown beady eyes
Worked his way into my my heart
All in his cute disguise
Wagging pointy tail
Sweet disposition
His warm welcomes
Never fail

Rebecca Epstein

Fred

One day more, another day to live
the life we live.  A life in poverty
and hoping to get by.  A life in depression.
A life in need for people to give.  No matter
how  hard we try we don’t know where
the future lies.

One day more we try to find work.
We wait and beg, but we don’t get
picked.  We go back home deprived
of our faith and hope.  We think we have
nothing left to give.  We couldn’t be more
Wrong.

One day more we find our hope and our
love. The love of family keeps us going.
The phase of time just keeps on flowing.

One day more, we find our chance
to finally have something to give and we now
have the courage to live.

One day more…

Stephen Bruce

One Day More
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Thanks be to God
For moments of peace and clarity
in times of distress and turmoil
For free thinkers and the bravery of those who protect and serve
Thanks be to God
For families setting aside differences
to come together in support of one another
For love unconditional
and understanding in times of need
Thanks be to God
For like minded friends
in unexpected places
For new companionships
and bonds between former enemies
Thanks be to God
For peace, love, and joy
and the effect they have on the forces of evil
From which the Almighty God will protect

Sarah Hough

A Thanks for the Impossible
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The behavior of the heart reflects that of a dandelion, simple yet complex
Stable at most points but unable to prepare for what might come next
Swaying gently in the breeze of emotion, the calm before the storm
Until all serenity is swept away with a gust disarranging its form
Feelings tug at the heartstrings; the fragile stem is being pulled
Love, sorrow, and jealousy prevent the heart from being lulled
After the crippling blow, the heart struggles to retain a sense of security
But despite attempts to recover, it will never regain its initial purity
With every hurricane that hits soft white wisps are yanked from the flower
The heart too loses fragments since to keep them is beyond its power
All persons who pass to and fro in life take a piece before they leave
Mold the heart into a new shape even if it was not the expectation to achieve
The seeds, once planted in another’s soul, cannot be retrieved
They are firmly buried within someone in whom you once believed
The part of you that was taken could be either forgotten or uncovered
The decision not yours to make, the thoughts reminders of what you’ve suffered
The only option left is to continue in the pursuit
On a journey to discover one who won’t pull up your roots
Someone who will calm the winds and protect you always, not just now and then
And fill in the empty spaces to make you feel whole again
But until then withstand the winds and keep on pushing through
And remember that the one who can control your happiness is you

Bella Murrer

Behavior of the Heart
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Everyone plays a piece to a whole
A piece to a hole in a puzzle

All different shapes, different sizes, different edges
Continuously changing over time
The shiny, the bright, and the new 

Become the tarnished, the cracked, and the old
Some appear while others vanish

New pieces try to take over old holes
Overlap and jam into the holes of others 

But the holes never disappear, always remain.
The beauty of its former completeness and perfection

Is eclipsed by its present emptiness
Completeness a thing of the past

While new beauty lies within its perfect imperfection.
In the end

The beautifully flawed puzzle begins to beat
And a new puzzle breathes with just one piece

A piece that fits the center hole in a whole

Camryn Mercatanti

Whole Hearted
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Spring: rebirth, light, warmth.
Birds singing jovial sonnets as they build their nests,
The tiny tweets of baby birds emerging from their shells.
Everything is blooming and fresh, as the sun rises 
spreading warmth and light over the new.
Winter is over. 
The heavy clothes and dreariness are hung up, 
put away for next year.
Once more life emerges from winter’s frozen hibernation, 
puts on its rain boots and floppy straw hat, 
and takes a stroll in the warm spring sun.

Lauren Henniger

Spring: ReBirth
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Tight throat and tense hand
Empty mind and words bland

Craving to quench the dry mouth I hide
Hard to admit there’s nothing inside

And the nerves continue to steadily increase
Causing my mind to fail at finding any peace

Something everyone had always desired
I have been granted the potential to acquire

But my thoughts are locked in a trance
While striving for that once in a lifetime chance

The intensity reaches a new and final high
Inside I’d really like to cry

The pressure continues to be unwanted
But I have no control over being haunted

There’s no time for me to take a break
Although it would be good for my own sake

As I pray rigorously for a saving grace
My heart is simply a boring blank space

This lackluster destination
Results in my final annihilation

Katelyn Seperac

Writer’s Block
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There are people built for beauty
There are people built to last
Some live for now
Some for tomorrow
Some dig for your past

Some people will smash their good faces
Once the good times pass
There are people built for beauty
There are people built to last

There are people built for beauty
There are people built to last
Some tough as nails
Some mold like clay
Some take their shapes too fast

Some know they’re off course
Once their role is cast
There are people built for beauty
There are people built to last

Some drop your heart like red-hot coals
Some keep it safe like glass

Some, finding better hearts,
Leave yours in the grass

There are people built for beauty
There are people built to last
It’s hard to tell which ones are which
You never find out fast

Some will lend you love
Despite a dark forecast
These people earn their beauty
Once you know
They’re built to last

Amanda DeStefano

Built to Last 
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It’s all over now,
the reign of frustration and sadness is over.
It’s all worth it,
the pain, the taunting, the ridicule,
all worth it.
We all come together like geese,
soaring in our V formation,
picking up the guy in front of us.
Helping our brother next to us
is the best feeling.
We care and want to succeed
but get unlucky and fail.
We work so hard
and it’s nice to be rewarded.
The sound goes off,
and we come together like family,
Like Geese.

Sebastian Pena

Geese
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“...Now, staring at the same sky, I spotted Leo, the invincible lion. 
He lived life thinking that he couldn’t be harmed, by anyone or 

anything. Until he met one person who brought that fantasy 
crashing down. It was your favorite star constellation, the one 

that you would point out to me immediately, even before the Big 
Dipper. Except that half of the time, I wouldn’t even notice the sky, 

because it paled in comparison to your wide, curious eyes.

Time passed. A cloud had entered the display, immense and 
several shades of gray. It was headed toward the moon, already 

covering the edge of it. By the time it was halfway covered, the area 
surrounding me had dimmed and I could no longer see clearly the 

foliage on the edge of the forest.

I would disappear in darkness….”

Emily Kirman

Leo from “Colors”
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Stars shining from the palms of strangers hands
Make me feel connected like nobody can
Your names will mean nothing in a few years from now
But for this moment my mind is open
To the change you bring about

I’ve seen you mangle the skin of my friends
And whether you meant to or not makes no sense
All I know is that you can’t warm my frozen heart
But I’ll pretend that breathing is feeling
And doing nothing is art

If I could count the stars in the darkness
It would seem more like a ritual and less
Like an honor to the one we all claim to love
After all candles were for casting light
A job they’re now deprived of

Now the tables have been turned from this seat
And the stars strangers hold are shining for me
The very thing that tears them down raises me high
But I can’t myself speak out against it
Cause I haven’t said goodbye

Sarah Hough

Stars
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As I drive down the highway the snow falls
Cars dart down the road making snow swirl on the road like snakes
Further along in the trip the snow picks up
Falls to the ground like pillows to a bed
The flakes big as marshmallows, intricate as fine jewelry
The wind howls as loud as a lone wolf
I glance at the thermometer
The temperature plummets like a rock in a lake
We keep driving and the snow quickly gathers on the windshield
Wipers move faster than a hummingbird’s wings
Finally we pull into the driveway and head up to bed for the night.
The next morning I throw open my shutters
To a universe covered in snow, ice, and crystals
Everything from trees to the sidewalk sparkles like diamonds
A last few flakes fall to the ground as I run to find hat and gloves.

Kyle Wood

Snow Falls
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I had wandered under a blinding sun and starry cycle not knowing
Where my feet would take me,
When the storm materialized over my head out of nowhere.
The warm dewy clouds paraded their sweet dream-filled smell
Atop my sun-scorched scalp,
But no rain came.
At first I chased these thick grey wisps of salvation,
Trying so hard to wrap my parched mind around this newly
Discovered aroma.
Fortnight upon fortnight passed but the rain never came,
Just the heat and the overhanging bleak vision of my dreams.
My lungs were sore from screaming, my head pounding from my own self- 
determination.
I kept my eyes upon these clouds no matter how hot my body became.
The clouds stayed as my confidence slipped away.
I lacked the clarity to my oppression.
I finally sat atop the fine silken sand.
I had given up.
But it was then I looked back,
And to to my dismay
There were no footprints in the sand.
When I took my gaze away from my dreams long enough to see that I had
actually traveled nowhere,
I realized that though my dreams were there, they lacked foundation.
And in that moment the heat in my head subdued,
And I realized the burning heat of the sun came from inside.
A droplet licked my brow and did not stop until it reached my cracked lips.
Another came and I drank each one in as if I would never taste them again.
They beat down on my sizzled skin and washed me clean.
They kissed my eyes and gifted me with clarity.
I finally saw where I was going as my mind danced
In the summer rain. 
And it was there that I took my first step,
And my dreams followed me deep into the ocean.

Paige Kelly

I Wandered
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With every crashing wave, the ocean tells a story.
Grains of sand rub arrogantly against white shells

Scratching memories into their once perfect surfaces.
Innocent toes of small children are swallowed up under the tide

Where their footprints paint stories of life 
Into the canvas of sand that lies beneath their feet.
These stories tell how the water once met the sky,

And how wind once blew the meaning of life
Through sand dunes and under birds’ wings.
The stars twinkle about the glistening water
And their glares penetrate the dark surface.

The moon rests above the sea
Guarding the ocean’s eternal graceful beauty.

The sun rises above the horizon
Where the sea ends and the sky begins.

The sky acts as a dance floor above the sea
Where pale pinks and yellows dance

Among the ever-changing clouds.
The sea whispers its thoughts to mermaids

With golden hair and piercing green eyes
Who live among white rocks.

These waters have held  words meant to be heard
Words meant to be listened to.

Listen to the sea
For with every crashing wave

The ocean tells a story.

Liz Dailey

Words in a Wave
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Never ignored
my thoughts drift on the ocean breeze
caught with a gentle, light grasp
and carried to a distant land where my dreams may grow.
Always comforted
Each wave gently laps upon the shore
gliding over my toes and catching my tears
absorbing each sorrow. 
Never alone
The tiny grains of sand latch onto my body
like a sweet memory found in my long hair
a tiny surprise among some old candy wrappers in a sweatshirt pocket
or between my toes.
Always connected
Beyond the sea in a distant land
someone is standing across from me
feeling love, pain, or deep sorrow
as he gazes out into the sea
searching for a friend, lover, for God.
Never masked
Beside the tranquil sea, I am me.
The moon’s bright beams shine a spotlight
On the shy, the confused, and the lost.
With each knee I unlock and finger I uncurl
my true self is released into the salt air.
I can feel my soul drifting to a place where it will soon be free.

Madison Duddy

Never Ignored
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Happiness is sunshine and warm weather.
Happiness is good friends and good times.
Happiness is laughter.
Happiness is love.
Happiness is paying it forward;
Happiness is a best friend.
Happiness is sleeping in.
Happiness is singing in the shower.
Happiness is a job well done.
Happiness is Fridays.

Happiness is definitely not a feeling:
It is not a state of being.

Happiness is every day.

Caroline Greeley

Happiness is not a feeling
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Right now, at this very moment, if you are reading these words- this is a warning:
Every single second you read this print in this book is a second off your life

And on a long enough timeline, everybody’s survival rate drops to zero
One day, in the blink of an eye, you will not exist here anymore

So get up and prove you are alive, don’t let life fly by
Open your eyes to the world that you’re missing

Hours become days; days become lifetimes
Being young, the wait seems prolonged

As we age and get older, it’s shorter
Soon, there won’t be a wait

So don’t just delay
Don’t die

Live
Seize the day

Let’s evolve and learn
Have the courage to be you

Close your eyes; take the jump
Don’t imagine what could have been

Challenge all the preconceived notions
It doesn’t take a lifetime to learn how to live

Face the difficulties of tomorrow with abandon
Tomorrow can be the most beautiful day of your life

Life is not an easy wait; in fact it’s oftentimes a burden to bear
Stay restless; don’t find comfort in the midst of mediocrity and normality

It’s up to you to make your life extraordinary- don’t waste what you’ve been given

   John Keefe

Waiting
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